
Step by step tutorial: of Woxter Zielo D15 Speaker

For this tutorial you will need the following spared parts and tools that you cant get at our online store Impextrom.com
Click on a tool for visit the website.

Professional 
disassembly spatula 
for mobile phones 
and smartphones

2,71 €

Terminal opening 
tool, plastic

0,71 €

Special SAT 0.75mm 
high friction PVC pick

1,07 €

Electrical dissipating 
clamps, in blister

3,97 €

16.02 x 9.04 x 3.61 
mm buzzer speaker 

generic

0,56 €

Step 1

- Resolution 960x540
- PIFA antenna
- Dual Core 1.2 Ghz
- Memory: 1 GB + 4 GB
- Android Operating System v 4.2
- G-Sensor Accelerometer
- High speed TF Card reader (up to 32 GB)
- Bluetooth v3.0
- Wifi 802.11 b / g / n
- It incorporates 2.0 mpx webcam and camera for photography and video CMOS of 5.0 mpx with flash (up to 8.0 mpx by software), 
autofocus, 4X zoom, night vision, brightness levels, etc ...
- Rechargeable Li-ion battery 1800 mAh: up to 3 hrs of talk and at rest 72 hrs (1 sim) and 48 hrs (2 sim)
- Audio and video: AMR, MIDI, MP3, AAC, MP4, H.263, H.264, 3GP.
- Supports games and 3D graphic environment.
- MP4 recording.
- Supports Stereo Bluetooth
- Stereo headphone output
- Dimensions: 135 x 68.4 x 9.3 mms.

As you can see, our friend died today when the phone that tried to hold us down fell on you ... We will miss you!
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http://www.nadiemellamagallina.com
https://www.impextrom.com
https://impextrom.com/en/espatula-profesional-desmontaje-moviles-y-smartphones-p999981747
https://impextrom.com/en/herramienta-plastica-apertura-dispositivos-electronicos-p111115314
https://impextrom.com/en/pua-especial-sat-de-0-75mm-de-pvc-de-alta-friccion-p999982635
https://impextrom.com/en/pinzas-disipadoras-de-electricidad-en-blister-p999916378
https://impextrom.com/en/altavoz-htc-desire-816-htc-500-ulefone-be-pure-lite-wiko-bloom-wiko-rainbow-woxter-zielo-d15-woxter-z-420-hd-xiaomi-redmi-nos-dive-72-zte-blade-apex-2-woxter-h10-elephone-p8000-innjoo-note-lenovo-k6-htc-windows-phone-8s-karbonn-a5s-hisense-altice-s31-ulef-p1000136361


Step 2 - Back case

We remove the back shell levering with a plastic tool to avoid scratches. We can also use the nails!
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Step 3 - Remove battery

In this step we take out the battery. We can help ourselves with the plastic tool to lift it.
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Step 4 - Sim and microSD cards

We removed the SIM card and the microSD.
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Step 5 - Housing screws

We proceed to locate and remove the screws. As you can see in the second picture, the screw on the lower right is hidden behind a 
sticker.
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Step 6 - housing

After removing the screws, we will use a tine or some plastic tool to unhook the housing from the notches that still hold it.

The casing is also glued by a double-sided tape. In the fourth photo we show how with a spatula we can help to remove part of the 
glue.

Once detached, a notch in the central part still holds the casing. Pushing slightly down and pulling it will come out easily.
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Step 7 - Speaker

We only need to take off the speaker and we can remove it.
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